
AIB Entry to Category 3. Plain English – The impact 
 
 
 In 2018 we decide to test the effectiveness of our use of plain language.  
 
We re-wrote three of our standard letters in plain language, the letters that: 
 

1. Welcomes a customer to their current account (we call this ‘New Account’)  
2. Tells the customer what to expect when they have lost their credit card (‘Lost 

Card’) 
3. Lets the customer know we have decided not to lend them the money they 

applied for (‘Loan Decline’).  
 

We presented the old version (before re-writing) and the new version (after re-
writing) of each of the three letters. 305 members of the public participated in the 
research through an independent research company, W5. 
 
We asked the participants to read each version of each letter and tell the research 
company which they prefer. The letters were presented randomly so there was no 
bias towards the new letters. 
 
We also asked participants to answer four more questions about each letter: 

1. How easy each letter was to understand. 
2. How approachable they thought the bank was based on each letter. 
3. How much the letter connects with the participant. 
4. How the re-written letter compares to the usual letters participants receive. 

 
The overall results are very positive towards the use of plain language. 
In the case of each letters, the majority of participants of all age groups prefer the re-
written version 
 

 59% prefer the new, plain language version of the Welcome (New Account) 
letter, rising to 64% of those aged 35-54 

 62% prefer the new, plain language version of the ‘Lost Card’ letter, rising 
to71% of those aged 35-54 

 71% prefer the new, plain language version of the ‘Loan Decline’ letter, 
despite it carrying a negative message, 

 In all cases the new, plain language version of each letter performed better 
on the four questions we asked participants.  

 Each new letter:  

 was easier to understand; 

 led the participants to think the bank was more approachable ;  

 connected better with the participant; and 

 compared more favourably to the usual letters participants receive. 
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Each version of each letter is presented here: 

‘New Account’ - old version 

 

‘New Account’ – new, plain language version. 

 

 



‘Lost Card’- old version  

 

‘Lost Card’ – new, plain language version. 

 



‘Loan Decline’ – old version 

 

‘Loan Decline’ – new, plain language version 

 

 

 

 


